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Abstract - Background: Suicide is becoming a major public
health issue worldwide and in China. With growing popularity of the
internet as well as participation of ordinary people in posting and
transmitting messages on the internet, webpage coverage and its impact of reported suicide events has been and will continue to increase
rapidly.
Objectives: This study aims at designing and piloting a convenient Chinese webpage suicide information mining system (SIMS) to
help search and filter required data from the internet and discover
potential features, trends and causality of suicide. Methods: SIMS
utilizes Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 as development platform, SQL
2008 as database manager, and C# as programming language. It collects raw Chinese webpage data via popular search engines; cleans
the raw data via completeness, duplication and relevance checks using trained models, string or sentence comparison plus minimum
manual help; translates the cleaned texts into quantitative data
through models and supervised fuzzy recognition; and analyzes and
visualizes suicide related variables by self-programmed algorithms.
Results: The SIMS developed comprises five main functions i.e.,
suicide news collection, suicide blogs collection, data filtering and
cleaning, data extraction and translation, blog suicide ideation estimation and data analysis and presentation. Data collection provides a
user-friendly interface for retrieving suicide-related news and blogs
from Chinese webpages and downloading them into SIMS database.
Data filtering and cleaning performs completeness, duplication and
relevance checks of the data gathered. Data extraction and translation
facilitates deriving structured data about suicide from unstructured
texts. Suicide ideation estimation assigns values of the suicide risks
to blogs under concern using default or user built models. SIMS produces a set of useful indicators including frequencies and compositions of webpage reported suicide events and blogs with high suicidal
ideations published in total and by different genders, ages, regions,
causes, methods, years, months and hours etc. presented in easily
understandable diagrams. Conclusions: SIMS provides a novel and
practical means for monitoring and understanding suicide. It proposes
useful aspects as well as tools for analyzing the features and trends of
suicide using data derived from the internet as supplements to traditional suicide reporting and epidemiology surveys. Although SIMS
was designed specifically for suicide, the overall architecture, strategies and techniques can be easily adapted to similar systems for addressing other diseases or health problems.
Index term - suicide, news, blogs, data mining, support system

concerns to the society, catching wide spread media (including
web media) attention and coverage. With the growing popularity of the internet as well as participation of ordinary people
in posting and transmitting internet messages, webpage coverage and its impact of reported suicide events has been and
will continue to increase rapidly. Webpage-reported suicide
news can not only serve as a warning to the general public, but
also provide supplementary data for suicide monitoring, analysis and prevention [7-8].
Blogs are another fast growing form of web-based information and blogs regarding suicidal ideation have special significance for understanding and controlling suicide events [9].
The descriptions and comments of suicide antecedents, processes, consequences, experiences, perceptions etc. by the
very bloggers who have experienced the suicide event of either closest friends or themselves, may contain important information and clues [10]. For many individuals with suicidal
ideation, they would rather tell their true thoughts in a virtual
world than a real one [11]. This provides a unique and convenient way for understanding suicide ideations and targeting
high risk individuals.
Given the exponentially growing news, blogs etc., extracting required suicide-related information from vast amount
of unstructured text data poses a huge challenge. Fortunately,
there have emerged a large number of powerful search engines
and data mining techniques [12-13]. This study aims at taking
the advantage of these technologies and resources and designing a convenient Chinese webpage suicide information mining
system (SIMS) to help search and filter required information
from the internet and discover potential features, trends and
causality of suicide. According to our systematic literature
search, although a few researchers have reported close relationships between the frequencies of searches of suicide-related terms through popular search engines and reported suicide prevalence rates [14,15], literature on monitoring
and analyzing suicide-related news, blogs and other formats of
data on the internet are scarce.
2. Methodology

1. Introduction

A.

Programming Tools and Strategies
SIMS utilized Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 as development platform, SQL 2008 as database manager, and C# as
programming language. It adopted "rapid prototyping", a
common strategy in the field of software engineering which
comprised five steps: (a) quick browsing of suicide-related
web pages by participating researchers; (b) concept definition
via discussions between the researchers; (c) implementation of

Suicide is a world-wide major public health issue [1-2].
In China, the number of deaths caused by suicide ranked fifth
among all deaths and according to a World Health Organization (WHO) report, the epidemic was estimated as the
fourth-leading cause for China’s disability-adjusted life year
losses [3-6]. Suicide events not only do great harm to the victims themselves and their families, but also arouse strong
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Fig. 1 Overall architecture and data flow of SIMS

a skeletal SIMS; (d) evaluation and concept refinement
through actual application of the skeletal SIMS; (e)
implementation of the refined requirements; (f) cycles of steps
(d) and (e) [16].
B.

Data Resource and Collection
SIMS uses existing Chinese web-search engines for
gathering primary suicide-related source data from the Internet.
It captures, via its built-in window, user entered keywords
(such as suicide, want to die, too boring to live etc.) and automatically inputs these keywords into the selected most popular
Chinese search engines (Sina, Soso, Baidu, Sogou, Alibaba
and Google) and triggers them to perform a systematic search
for webpages containing the keywords via a short C# program
using “HttpWebResponse” and “HttpWebRequest” as the key
objects. All the web-pages retrieved by these search engines
are traced and downloaded into a SQL database automatically
for later use.
C.

Data Filtering and Cleaning
The primary data gathered into the SQL database through
the above mentioned process and program contain lots of incomplete, duplicated and irrelevant contents and thus need
proper screening and cleaning. SIMS completeness check
comes up with missing contents and comprises two steps: a)
automatic screening for all very short webpages (with fewer
than 100Chinese characters) gathered in the database; b)
manual browsing of the original source of all the very short
webpages by clicking the URL (Uniform Resource Locator)
provided by SIMS and making necessary corrections if applicable. SIMS duplication check identifies and excludes duplicated contents according to the following steps and rules: a) if
two webpages retrieved by different search engines or by a

same engine were traced to a same original URL, only one of
them is kept in the database; b)for the remaining webpages
after a), if two of them have identical titles and less than difference in number of Chinese characters (after html labels
have being excluded), only the one with earlier publication
date remains in the database; c) for the remaining webpages
after b), if two of them share over 70% of similar sentences,
the one with later publication date is removed from the database. Here, “similar sentences” define sentences that share
over 86% identical serial 2-grams (2 consecutive Chinese
characters). SIMS relevance check eliminates irrelevant
webpages searched using models developed trough: a) identification of keywords that helps in distinguishing relevant vs.
irrelevant suicide webpages by 3 experienced researchers
through manual reading of sample suicide-related webpages; b)
supervised learning [17] using the keywords identified in the
previous step, manually classified webpages samples as training sets and Perceptron algorithms similar to that described by
Stormo et al [18].
D.

Data Extraction and Translation
All the data cleaned above are in text format. SIMS data
extraction and translation generates structured data from these
unstructured texts so as to enable quantitative analysis. Main
items of structured data SIMS currently produces include: a)
place, date and time of webpage-reported suicide events; b)
reasons, methods and results of the suicides reported; c) age
and gender of the suicide victims; d) publication date, time
and websites of blogs with high suicide ideations; e) causes to
and degree of suicide ideations. Extraction of all these data,
except for degree of suicide ideation, consists of “automatic
fuzzy recognition” plus “manual confirmation”. Taking the
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ⅠSuicide news collection
a: News collection; b: please input the start and end dates (for manual data collection) or interval (for automatic data collection); c:
keywords (e.g. suicide) to be searched; d: alternative search engines; e: manual search/ automatic search/repeated request button; f:
number of collected news from different engines
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ⅡData filtering and cleaning
a: criteria for data cleaning; b: sentence similarity (86%), full content similarity (70%), relevance score (4); c: automatic data
cleaning; d: please choose type of data cleaning (completeness check) and start cleaning button; e: summary of cleaned data; f.
data table name; g: total records; h. questionable records; i: remained records; j: excluded records; k: date of cleaning; l: number of
news; m: number of blogs; n: number of microblogs
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Ⅲ Data transformation
a: detailed news reports; b: page number; c: title of news; d: sample sentence of news; e & f: highlighted text (of potential dates of
suicide) g: please check extracted data item by item; h: suicide date (2011-10); i: suicide time; j: suicide place-province/city/county
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Ⅳ Blog suicide ideation estimation
a: blog suicide ideation estimation; b: positively related terms to be included in estimation model; c: negatively related terms to be
included in estimation model; d: build model, alternative models to be used (default model), delete model, start estimation

Fig. 2 Interfaces and general features of main SIMS functions
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Fig. 3 Sample presentations of system outputs.
example of extracting “date” of suicide from a given piece of
webpage news stored in the database, SIMS automatically
identifies and highlights all the fragments of texts that match
preset “regular expressions” [19] within the piece of news
under concern and picks the most likely or the first fragment
and puts it into the entry “textbox” for manual checking and
revision by relevant researcher or user. With regard to estimation of suicide ideation, it adopts a model developed via similar methodology and steps as that of relevance check described
earlier.

E.

Data Analysis and Presentation
At present, SIMS data analysis consists of mainly frequencies and composition calculations. All these calculations
are programmed using structured query language (SQL) [20]
developed by Microsoft. While presentation of these analysis
results take two major formats, i.e., tables and diagrams. Tabular presentation employs mainly “ASP.NET” built-in controls
(e.g., “GridView”, “ListView”); while diagrams are drawn by
self-designed programs based on the object entitled “System.
Drawing” imbedded in Visual Studio 2008 and following the
data visualization styles used by Microsoft Excel.
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choose (by selecting relevant options of the graph type
“DropDownList”) including histogram, pie chart and plotting
chart. Fig. 3 gives sample graphs.

3. Results
A.

Overall Architecture and Functions
The overall architecture of SIMS is shown in Fig. 1.It
was designed to facilitate suicide monitoring via internet information (text-format news and blogs at present). Potential
users of SIMS may include national, provincial, municipal and
other regional Disease Control and Prevention Centers (CDC),
regional mental health centers and institutions for suicide researches. SIMS comprises five main functions including suicide news collection, suicide blogs collection, data filtering
and cleaning, data extraction and translation, blog suicide ideation estimation and data analysis and presentation.

4. Discussion
A.

Usefulness of SIMS
SIMS provides a novel yet practical means for monitoring and understanding suicide. This is especially true for nations or regions, like China, where lack adequate traditional
suicide reporting systems and epidemiologic surveys. Traditional reports and surveys require huge resource input [21];
while digging suicide related information from news and blogs
on the internet published by professional reporters or ordinary
people is almost costless. Even in areas with well-developed
suicide reporting systems, suicide webpages may still serve as
an important complementary information source. Traditional
reporting relying on death registry and clinical services include only the suicide events that have resulted in death or
injuries needing clinical treatments [22], while omitting attempted suicides without severe injuries. Traditional surveys
may reveal some suicide ideations, processes and experiences
but have to be highly focused due to resource limits leaving
various aspects uncovered, e.g., continuous changes in suicide
ideation and related emotional states of the victims, indirect
causes leading to suicide plans and practice, feelings and observations of bystanders [23].
The outputs SIMS produces can be helpful in various
perspectives. The bar charts of source websites, for instance,
suggest where to look for suicide-related data and which are
the priority venues for disseminating prevention information
and educating more appropriate writing of suicide-related
news, blogs etc. Similarly, the histograms depicting the frequencies of webpage-reported suicide events by hours and
months provide clues for timing future intentions against suicide; the composition graphics (pies, circles, lines etc.) of suicidal events and blogs by genders, ages, regions and suicide
causes and methods yield implications for identifying high or
low risk groups and regions and pinpointing suicide causes
and methods; while the list of blogs rank-ordered by estimated
suicidal ideations locates high risk individuals on the internet
and hints potential web-based and individualized interventions
for them.
Another point worth noting is that SIMS not only helps in
understanding and stemming suicide epidemic, but also informs interventions against other diseases [24-28]. The overall
architecture and the strategies and techniques for data retrieval,
storage, cleaning, analysis and presentation used by SIMS can
be easily adjusted to build similar systems for tackling a whole
range of similar diseases or health problems like traffic accidents, injuries, food poising, environment pollution events etc.

B.

Function Specific Features
Fig. 2 shows general features of specific SIMS functions.
Data collection provides a user-friendly interface for retrieving
suicide-related news and blogs from Chinese webpages and
downloading them into SIMS database, in which all what users need to do is only entering relevant keywords and start and
end dates (for manual data collection) or time interval (for
automatic data collection) and click relevant buttons. Data
filtering and cleaning comprises completeness, duplication and
relevance checks. For duplication and relevance checks, a user
can either enter his or her preferred cut points of “full text
similarity”, “sentence similarity” and “relevance score” first
and then select relevant type of data cleaning or select and
click the controls directly if he or she prefers the default cutting points set by SIMS. Completeness check is a bit more
cumbersome since it requires manually browsing the source
webpages of too short (e.g., less than 100 Chinese characters)
news or blogs retrieved by SIMS. Data extraction and translation is mainly a manual task yet SIMS facilitates this work
greatly by locating and highlighting the text fragments that
most likely contain the information the users are searching for.
Similarly, blog suicide ideation estimation also enables default
or user defined model application. By default model using,
suicide ideation estimation is accomplished by simply clicking
the “start estimation” button. With regard to suicide ideation
estimation via user defined models, it proceeds in three steps:
a) editing the default positive and negative terms of suicide
and clicking the “start learning” button to build a user preferred estimation model; b) clicking the “save model” button
to add the new model into the “DropDownList” of alternative
model list; c) selecting a preferred model from the list and
clicking the “risk estimation” button to generate suicide ideation scores for the blogs to be analyzed.
C.

System Outputs
The outputs of SIMS include mainly frequencies and
compositions of webpage reported suicide events and blogs
with high suicidal ideations published in total and by different
genders, ages, regions, causes, methods, years, months and
hours etc. SIMS adopts a paired graph and table strategy in
presenting these indicators. The graph visualizes the trend or
composition of a specific indicator under concern; while the
table allows more detailed examination and interpretation of
the indicator. In order to allow observing findings from different perspectives, SIMS provides a set of graphs for user to

B.

Lessons from SIMS
Successful development and application of SIMS depends on innovative tackling of a few fundamental challenges.
The first challenge concerns completeness of data retrieved.
On one hand, fulfilling SIMS purposes requires finding relevant suicide information from the internet as much as possible.
On the other, in addition to socio-cultural and psychological
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ly on incorporation of expertise on suicide epidemiology and
on availability of data items from webpages. With regard to
automatically locating given items, it requires careful manual
reading of relevant webpages and find out all potential formats
of presentations of the items. Given the fact that structured
data are used for quantitative analysis and thus should be as
accurate as possible, SIMS adopts an “automatic fuzzy recognition” plus “manual confirmation” strategy. This is a balanced decision between accuracy and expedience. Manual
confirmation excludes potential mis-extracted data by SIMS;
while fuzzy recognition reduces workload for the confirmation.

factors that contribute to selection biases to be discussed later,
there are technical barriers to complete data retrieval. For example, numerous websites contain suicide information and
they employ different programming languages, architectures
and coding standards of Chinese characters etc. In coping with
this complexity, SIMS opts to use existing most popular and
thus most powerful Chinese search engines rather than developing a standalone search tool for its own. This not only saves
efforts developing the system but also insures maximum retrieval of wanted data. Another barrier to data completeness
originates from the fact that a lot of websites keep only most
recent (generally last 1-2 months) data and that some website
servers may be inaccessible for various reasons (e.g. maintenances) at the time when users are retrieving data. These explain why SIMS allows automatic periodical data retrieval and
repeated data requests from failed URLs.
The second challenge refers to duplication of data retrieved. According to our preliminary application, this duplication took three forms i.e., duplications due to same documents been searched by different engines, duplication due to
same documents being replicated on different websites with
little or certain modifications and the former two account for
over 95% of total duplications. Given these, SIMS adopts a
three-step approach in response, i.e., finding and excluding
duplicated news or blogs by means of identical source URLs,
similar titles and similar full contents respectively. Here, both
the techniques used and the sequence of technique using merit
mentioning. In fact, the third step alone can solve all duplication problems. Yet calculating the full content similarity between two documents requires separating the whole contents
of the documents into two sets of sentences and then comparing the sentences within the two sets one by one. This involves
a huge volume of computing. While comparing the source
URLs and titles of two documents is much easier. So placing
URL and title similarity check before full content similarity
check can greatly expedite duplication reduction.
The third challenge relates to relevance and suicide ideation estimation. As described in methodology section, SIMS
utilizes learned models to distinguish relevant from irrelevant
news reports about suicide events and estimate ideation of
blogs. This turned out to be more effective than we had
thought of. For news relevance models, the key lies in manually read adequate original news reports gathered via SIMS,
classify both relevant and irrelevant ones (rather than relevant
news reports only) into sub-categories, and identify a few indicative keywords or phrases for each category. Using so derived keywords and adequate training set (e.g., a few hundred
manually labeled relevant and irrelevant news reports), it is
not difficult to get sufficient models, e.g., over 70%sensitivity
and specificity, in serving users’ purposes. Similarly, development of log suicide ideation estimation models rely on
properly defined positive plus negative terms and enough rated blogs by experienced researchers.
The fourth challenge comes from extracting structured
data from free texts. This includes selecting proper items of
data to be extracted and designing effective algorithms locating the items in unstructured texts. The former depends heavi-

C.

Limitations of SIMS
The outputs of SIMS derive from webpage suicide reports or blogs. Unlike data from mandate suicide reporting
system and well-designed epidemiology surveys with clearly
defined items of information to be collected, these reports or
blogs are published under free choices by all kinds of writers,
making selection biases inevitable and users are fully cautioned about these biases when interpret SIMS outputs. The
models SIMS uses in distinguishing relevant from irrelevant
news reports and estimating blog suicide ideations often result
from compromises between sensitivity and specificity. In other
words, users should not expect a hundred percent accurate
estimation in building their own models. Instead, they should
aim for models sufficient to serve their purposes. They should
also estimate the sensitivities and specificities of the models
they are using and adjust the outputs accordingly if necessary.
Perhaps, the most difficult limitation with SIMS relates to its
requirement of substantial manual work in extracting structured data, though the system greatly facilitates this process.
This is closely linked with limited accuracy of SIMS models
and fuzzy recognition algorithms and has little room for improvement in the short run. Finally, SIMS is still a very primitive helping tool and a variety of functions or applications can
be added. Incorporating links analysis, for example, may help
users trace how suicide news and blogs are transmitted and
how to better disseminate prevention messages via the internet;
while terms analysis, may reveal patterns or hints on what the
general public are most concerned about suicide events and
what feelings, activities, things etc. are most commonly associated with suicide ideations.
5. Conclusion
SIMS provides a novel and practical means for monitoring and understanding suicide. It proposes useful aspects as
well as tools for analyzing the features and trends of suicide
using data derived from the internet as supplements to traditional suicide reporting and epidemiology surveys. Although
SIMS was designed specifically for suicide, the overall architecture, strategies and techniques can be easily adapted to similar systems for other diseases or health problems.
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